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Protecting a Parent’s Sleep 
 
A beautiful story is told in the Talmud of a son protecting his father’s sleep, which is amply rewarded. 1 
The story is as follows: 

Rav Yehudah [3rd century, Babylonia] said in the name of Shmuel [Rav Yehudah’s 
teacher], “They asked Rabbi Eliezer [1st-2nd century, Israel], ‘What is the nature of 
honoring a father and mother?’” 

Rabbi Eliezer said to them, “Go and see what one idolator did for his father in 
Ashkelon. Dama son of Natinah2 was his name. The Sages sought to buy from him stones 
for the [epulets of the] priestly garb for a profit of six-hundred-thousand [gold coins].” 
Rav Kahanah [a contemporary of Rav Yehudah] taught [for a profit of] “eight hundred 
thousand” [gold coins]. “But the keys [to the container of the precious gems] was lying 
under his father’s pillow. And [Dama son of Natinah] did not disturb” [his father who was 
sleeping.] 

The next year the Holy, Blessed One gave [Dama son of Natinah] his reward when 
a [rare] red heifer [needed for essential purification rituals] was born amongst his herd.3 
The Sages approached him. [Dama] said to them, “I know that if I were to request all the 
money in the world you would give it to me, but I am only seeking the monies that I 
forfeited by honoring Father.” 

And Rabbi Hanina [of the generation of teachers after Rav Yehudah] said, “And 
that which is not commanded and [a person] so performs [the reward is great]; what is 
commanded and is so performed [warrants] even greater [reward].” For Rabbi Hanina 
said, “Superior is [the person] who is commanded and so acts than who is not 
commanded who so acts. 
This story describes honoring one’s parents with an unwillingness to disturb a parent’s sleep even 

at the loss of a great financial benefit. Rabbi Hanina states that this act was so selfless, that it was not 
actually required by the law of honoring one’s parents. As great as the reward was for this deed, we are 
taught that when acting to fulfill an actual Divine command, the reward is even greater. The sages will 
apply this principle to the giving of alms, explaining that when a person is prompted to fulfill a duty, there 
is a greater likelihood to act righteously in the future than  relying on the altruistic impulse .  
Reflections: What do you think about Dama’s protection of his father’s sleep? Is this within or beyond the 
dictates of honoring one’s parent? As Dama was a nonJew, what are the implications for how these sages 
of 1800 years ago viewed nonJews? What do you think of the principle that acting out of duty is more 
praiseworthy than responding in the moment from a caring impulse?  
 
 
 

1 BT Kiddushin 31a; similar story is recorded in BT Avodah Zarah 23b-24a; JT Pe’ah 1:1; Kiddushin 1:7.  
2 Dama son Netina, according to the aggadah (TY Peah 1:1, 15c, Kidd. 1:7, 61b), was a gentile 
council president (Gr. patēr boulēs) who lived in Ashkelon sometime in the first century C.E. 
3 A pure red heifer was essential, according to Numbers 19, for attaining ritual purity. 
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God does not sleep 
 
God in the Jewish tradition, especially in the Bible, is presented paradoxically: Having human qualities, 
literally described as having a “hand and an outstretched arm” and getting angry, and yet is enigmatically 
other than human. Most rabbis would describe those former physical attributes as only metaphors. For 
God is never described as having basic human needs, such as eating or sex, which were commonly 
identified with the wants of the dieties in paganism. And as for sleep the Psalmist emphasizes: Hinei lo 
yanum vilo yishan Shomer Yisrael-  “Behold [God] does not slumber nor sleep, the Guardian of Israel” 
(Psalm 121:4). God is always engaged. In the words of the Ba’al Shem Tov3, the founder of Hasidism, “God 
creates the world anew every millisecond of the day.” 
 There is a beautiful Talmudic imagining (Avodah Zarah 3b) of how God spends those wakeful 
hours. As for the daytime: 

Rav Yehudah quotes Rav, “There are twelve hours in the day. During the first three 
the Holy Blessed One sits and studies Torah; during the second (three hours), sits and 
judges the entire world, all of it; when God sees that the whole world is worthy of 
destruction, God rises from the throne of justice and sits upon the throne of mercy; 
during the third (three hours) God sits and feeds the world from the horns of the 
unicorns (re’emim) to the eggs of lice; during the fourth (three hours) God sits and 
plays with Leviathan [the gigantic sea creature], as it is written, "You created this 
Leviathan to play with it" (Ps. 104:26) .… Others say that during the fourth quarter, 
God sits and teaches schoolchildren.3 
And as for the nighttime- three possibilities are anonymously offered on the same 

page of Talmud: 
If you prefer, say that [God follows] the same [schedule] as by day; 
And if you prefer say that God rides upon a fast cherub and flies among the 18,000 
worlds, as it is stated, “God’s entourage is myriads, thousands of angels (Psalm 
68:18)… 
And if you prefer, say [God] sits and listens to song from the mouth of the Hayot 
[angels], as it is stated, “In the day God commands kindness and in the night song is 
with me” (Psalm 42:9). 
 
Reflections: What surprises you about these descriptions of how God uses the day and 
night? What does the imagining say about the rabbis? What would you imagine are 
other activities that you might suggest for God’s wakefulness?  
 
Consider Listening: Psalm 121:4, a melody and singing by Rabbi Shlomo 
Carlebach:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNXgqSGx_5s  
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Stages of Sleep 
 

In 1937, Alfred Lee Loomis Stages first described stages of sleep. He did so using a machine only 
invented a decade before in Germany, the EEG [electroencephalograph] that tracked the electrical 
impulses of the brain. Loomis monitored the squiggly wave-like lines, indicating different voltages and 
duration. He and his fellow researchers identified five different phases of sleep that they labeled with the 
letters A to E.  In 1953, William Dement, then a graduate student, was monitoring sleeping subjects with 
an EEG machine, which was still rare. His task was to observe if there was any physical movement that 
accompanied a change in the electric brain waves. He noticed that eyes periodically twitched during sleep. 
His mentor, Nathaniel Kleitman, posited a connection between that eye movement and dreaming. When 
the researchers began to wake the subjects immediately after the onset of eye movements, they found 
that dream recall was more likely and more vivid than when asked about their dreams in the morning.3 
Sleep researchers documented that the rapid eye movement phase (REM) is shorter during the first half 
of the night and become much more pronounced during the second half. The initial five phases are more 
commonly now consolidated into four phases, according to Dement, who in 1990 founded the first 
disorders clinic at Stanford University. The four phases are cyclical, with changes in the overall length and 
the amount of non-REM and REM phases as the night progresses.3 

The shift to sleep is regulated by brain chemicals and nerve receptors. Wakefulness depends on 
neurotransmitters, such as serotonin and norepinephrine, that signal parts of the brain to stay engaged. 
Other neurons at the base of the brain appear to “switch off” those stay-awake signals. An internal, 
biological clock, relying on circadian rhythms that are about 24 hours in length and are recalibrated by 
light, regulates sleeping time. The hormone melatonin is released at set times by the biological clock to 
induce sleepiness. Research has also identified a chemical called adenosine that accumulates during the 
day in our blood causing drowsiness, a chemical that breaks down during sleep. As soon as the moment 
of sleep begins we are blind, deaf, and insensitive to touch for all stimuli below our arousal level. Brain 
waves slow and eye movements stop. 

A typical night’s sleep consists of three-quarters of non-REM sleep and a quarter REM. In the first 
three phases there is body movement, such as shifting position and continuous low-level muscle 
movement in the neck and jaw muscles. In the fourth phase, REM, there is “a highly active brain in a 
paralyzed body.”3 During sleep, we lose some ability to regulate body temperature, which explains why 
heat or cold may disrupt sleep. A night of sleep in an adult is composed of repeating cycles that vary in 
length, but average about an hour and a half. The four phases, characterized by different types of electrical 
brain waves, are as follows: 

1. Light sleep:  
Transition period to sleep is relatively short for most people, from one to seven minutes. We drift 

in and out of sleep. If awakened during this phase, we are unable to recall the last few minutes before 
falling asleep, such as the alarm when we go right back to sleep. Such light sleep is characterized by low 
voltage, mixed frequency EEG and some slow, rolling eye movements.  

 
2. Normative sleep:  

This second phase is slightly deeper and constitutes 40-45% of our total sleep. Our eye 
movements are slowed and even stop, along with a decrease in core body temperature. On an EEG, there 
are characteristic bursts of waxing and waning of waves, some mountain-like in shape.3  

 
3. Deep Sleep:  

Slow wave, high amplitude deep sleep (called delta waves) increasingly predominates; 
distinguished from the higher frequency beta waves of wakefulness. There is no eye movement or muscle 
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activity and it is the phase where we are least likely to wake up. If so awakened, we are disoriented and 
groggy, which may last for several minutes or longer. During such deep sleep, we may observe sleeptalking 
(50% of young children and 5% of adults) or sleepwalking (17% of children and 4% of adults). Deep sleep 
predominates in the first two of the approximately six cycles of a full night’s sleep. 

 
4.  Dream Sleep:  

During the REM phase, the eyes move in tandem as if scanning pictured events. These movements 
differ from wakefulness, such as a lack of eye centering and fixation, and occasional slow, drifting 
movements. During dreaming the brain is active, resembling in frequency those of an awake brain, as we 
both create and react to inner perceptions. Breathing becomes more rapid, irregular, and shallow. Heart 
rate increases and blood pressure rises.  

Most characteristically, during REM most muscles are paralyzed, but not all. Our diaphragm 
continues to move to enable breathing, smooth muscles of the sphincter allow for urination, and the eye 
muscles are active. And yet, paralysis is an important feature of Dream Sleep. For if we could move, we 
might hurt our selves or others by acting out our dreams. When the normal blockage of nerve pathways 
malfunctions, some people have actually run into a wall as if chasing a fly ball.   

As the cycles repeat, there are changes in the length of the respective phases and the overall time of 
the cycle grows. The first cycle is typically 60-90 minutes, during which Dream Sleep lasts only 1-10 
minutes. The second cycle tends to last 100-110 minutes, with Dream Sleep increasing to 10-20 minutes. 
During the first third of the night there is a concentration of Deep Sleep. During the third cycle and beyond 
there is primarily Normative and Dream Sleep, which by the fourth cycle usually lasts 30-45 minutes. The 
first third of the night offers more deep sleep and the last third more time for dreaming. Although dreams 
tend to find concentration in REM sleep (80% of those awakened report a dream), there is also some 
dreaming during light sleep and deep sleep (40% awakened report a dream).3 

Sleep is a series of journeys. We may find that we awaken between cycles as our bodies begin to move 
and we become aware of the need to relieve our bladder. When we go back to sleep, we might find that 
at the outset of shallow sleep it feels that we are awake, but we may actually be in and out of actual sleep. 
The key to entering deeper sleep is to relax and trust in our ability to return to the repose of slumber. 

Reflections: What do you do to calm yourself to fall asleep at the start of the night? What do you do 
to relax to fall back asleep once awakened? 
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Short-sleepers: an enviable genetic mutation 
 
There is a Yiddish tease: Shlof gikher, men darf di kishn! Sleep faster, we need the pillows!  

Imagine if you could find yourself consistently refreshed after five to six hours of sleep a night. 
There are such people. And even more worthy of envy, these “short sleepers” tend to awake energized 
and very optimistic. Here is the catch: you cannot train yourself to need much less sleep. The amount of 
rest to feel recharged is largely preset in our genes, just like our shoe size. For most people, we require 
seven to eight hours of sleep. Sleep needs are distributed on a bell curve, with some people needing as 
many as eleven or twelve hours a night. Researchers have found a tiny mutation in a gene called the 
DEC2.3 This mutation, which may run in a family, is present in approximately one percent of the 
population. Such individuals can literally sleep faster. Margaret Thatcher, for instance, said that she only 
needed four hours of sleep a night to feel energized. 

The documentation of such a group of healthy “short sleepers” is relatively recent. In 2009, a 
woman came to the sleep clinic at the University of California, San Francisco, concerned that she awoke 
around 4 a.m. each day completely alert, averaging five to six hours of sleep nightly. Dr. Ying-Hui Fu and 
his fellow researchers found that her daughter also fit this pattern, while other family members had 
normal length sleep. They compared the genomes of the family members and 250 volunteers, finding that 
the “short sleepers” shared a genetic mutation. Dr. Ying-Hui and her colleagues subsequently identified 
several other families with the gene mutation. The researchers also bred mice to express the DEC2 
mutation. They too needed less sleep than other mice and performed just as well when given physical and 
cognitive tasks.3  

It is still too early to know how the mechanism that enables “short sleepers” to sleep so efficiently. 
Perhaps with recombinant DNA, this too will be on the menu of designer children. For now, we have the 
genes that we have and need to humbly and consistently meet our needs for rest to be our best. 
Reflection: What would you do if you could sleep less? How can you still do those things while getting the 
sleep that you need?  
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Amount Needed 
 
Maimonides in the 12th century wrote the first encyclopedia of Jewish Law, the Mishneh Torah, and as a 
physician he wrote authoritatively on how people should take care of themselves. As part of this Jewish 
rulebook, he held that an adult should sleep eight hours a night (Hilchot De’ot 4:4). The number 8 is later 
given a Biblical proof-text, pointing to the Hebrew phase, "Yashanti Az Yanuah Li" – “I have slept- then 
there is rest for me” (Job 3:13), noting that the letters of the word “az” (“then”) has a numerical equivalent 
of eight.3 These expectations match current recommendations. For human needs are largely hard-wired 
and the same across generations, although not necessarily fixed throughout our lives. 

In 2015, experts at the American Academy of Sleep Medicine and the Sleep Research Society 
reviewed thousands of peer-reviewed articles and concluded that the amount of sleep varies across the 
lifespan as follows: 3 
 Newborns (0-3 months)        14-17 hours 
 Infants (4-11 months)   12-15 hours 
 Toddlers (1-2 years)    11-14 hours 
 Preschoolers (3-5)    10-13 hours 
 School-age children (6-13)      9-11 hours 
 Teenagers (14-17)       8-10 hours 
 Young adults (18-25)      7-9 hours 
 Adults (26-64)       7-9 hours 
 Older adults (65+)       7-8 hours 

Each person is genetically wired for a set amount of needed sleep. As on any bell curve, some people 
need more than the average and some less, but most are in the middle. Current research shows that you 
cannot train yourself to sleep less and feel good and protect your health any more than you can will a 
change in your foot size. Just as the amount of sleep that we need shifts with age, so does the timing of 
the release of melatonin, the hormone that tells us that we are sleepy. 

Sleep researcher Mary Carskadon of Brown University examined the circadian rhythms that guide the 
biological clocks of children and found that in the early teen years melatonin, the hormone that induces 
sleepiness, is consistently released hours later than in younger children and adults.3 This explains why the 
brains of teenagers and college students remain active far later into the night. For a teen, waking up early 
results in jetlag like symptoms of fatigue. Sleeping less than needed increases stress and lack of 
concentration.  

Schools that have taken this hormonal shift into account have shown academic improvements. 
Researchers in 2011 at the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology compared students who started school 
in the morning at 8:30 with those who started at 7:30 and found that the later starters slept on average 
an hour more and had superior attention levels.3 High schools around the world that have moved the 
starting time have seen test scores improve.3 In 2014, the American Academy of Pediatrics recommended 
that middle and high schools start no earlier than 8:30 a.m.3 

Chronotype refers to whether we are early morning or late night people. Most of us are somewhere 
in between. These behavioral propensities are to some degree a matter of habit, but they are also tied 
organically to our circadian rhythm. Our sleep patterns are a product of age, gender, genetics, and habit. 
We are wise to learn our sleep needs and those of our young people and to consistently meet them.   
 
Reflection: How much sleep do you need to feel good? How much sleep do you currently get on a consistent 
basis? What could you do to have those two answers come closer together? 
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Dangers of sleeplessness 
 
 During the early centuries of the Common Era in Israel, the sages commented, “a person’s sleep 
is a source of nourishment and healing and contributes to the length of life” (Pirkei De’Rabbi Eliezer 11:1). 
We can push ourselves and sleep less but our bodies and minds pay a price. The following is a sampling of 
the dangers documented by contemporary sleep researchers. 

In the short term: 
Moodiness: University of Pennsylvania researchers found that subjects who were restricted to 

only 4.5 hours of sleep a night for one week reported feeling more stressed, angry, sad, and mentally 
exhausted. When the subjects resumed normal sleep, they reported a dramatic improvement in mood.3 

Motor skill and perception deterioration.  
 Twenty-four hours without sleep is the equivalent of a blood alcohol level of 0.1 percent, 

legally drunk.3 
 As for driving, researchers at the University of Pennsylvania concluded, “Sleepiness-

related motor vehicle crashes have a fatality rate and injury severity level similar to 
alcohol-related crashes.”3 

 Emotional control suffers: With sleep deprivation the prefrontal cortex of the brain, which makes 
conscious decisions, and the amygdala, associated with fear and other strong emotions, are increasingly 
disconnected, leading to greater impulsivity and depression.  

Munchies increase: A study of the eating patterns of two groups- one allowed to sleep for eight 
and a half hours and the other awakened after four and a half- found that those who were sleep deprived 
ate more and less healthily had found an increase in the brain chemical 2-AG (2-arachidonoylglycerol), 
which resembles the chemicals found in cannabis.3 When tired the frontal lobe is also less active, this is 
the area of the brain that enables decision making and impulse control. 

Learning and decision-making degrades.  
 When we miss a full night of sleep our IQ drops by one standard deviation, 

meaning you will be “operating as if you’ve got a learning disability,” according to 
neuroscientist Tara Swart.3 

 In 2007, The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations 
reviewed studies on interns who worked a schedule of 24-hour shifts compared 
to those on sixteen-hour shifts that included a nap. The sleep-deprived interns 
made five times as many serious diagnostic errors, suffered 61% more needle-
stick and other sharp injuries after their 20th consecutive hour of work, and 
doubled their risk of a motor-vehicle crash when driving home.3 And these are the 
results of our best and brightest. 

 In 2015, researchers at Washington State University showed the impact of lack of 
sleep on learning new instructions. Participants in a two-day experiment were 
divided between one group that did not sleep for sixty-two hours and the other 
that slept normally. They were told to press a button only when specific numbers 
appeared. Both groups learned the assignment well and were then told that new 
numbers now prompted pressing the button. Not a single member of the sleep-
deprived group was able to assimilate the new instructions, even after forty 
attempts.3 
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Greater Vulnerability to Illness 
 The common cold: Carnegie-Mellon researchers observed the sleep patterns of 

subjects for fourteen days and then gave them nasal drops containing rhinovirus, 
the cause of the common cold. Subjects who had averaged eight hours or more of 
sleep were less than one-third as likely to get sick as those who slept less than 
seven hours.3  

 Vaccine immunity: When University of Pittsburgh researchers in a 2012 study 
administered the hepatitis vaccine, they found that averaging less than six hours 
of sleep could make the vaccine ineffective.3 

 
Chronic lack of sleep leads to: 
 

o Metabolic and endocrine disruption, increasing risks of diabetes and 
cardiovascular disease.3 

o Decreased immune function; leading to an increase in multiple types of cancer.3 
o More rapid cognitive decline and increases the risk of dementia3 
o Reduces Fertility and Testosterone3 
o Obesity. 3 

 
Reflection: In the past year have you driven when drowsy? Know that sixty percent of drivers when 
surveyed have admitted to doing so and that more than a third of them, which for all drivers 
would equal 56 million people, have actually fallen asleep while driving.3  
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Brain Benefits 
 
 Our brains engage in activities during sleep that contribute to our health and mental power. The 
following are some recently documented gains. 
Motor Skill and Alertness 

Well-rested basketball players perform better: “When Golden State Warriors player Andre 
Igoudala improved his sleep habits, his playing time increased by 12 percent and his three-point shot 
percentage more than doubled. His points per minute went up 29 percent and his free-throw percentage 
increased by 8.9 percent. His turnovers decreased by 37 percent per game, and his fouls dropped by 45 
percent.”3 
Memory Consolidation 

During sleep, we rehash the activity of the day and retain memories more firmly. Harvard sleep 
researcher Robert Stickgold in 2000 published in Science a study on how a video game gets replayed during 
sleep, enabling memory consolidation. For seven hours over three days, subjects played the computer 
game Tetris. The players were of three groups: familiar with Tetris; novices; amnesiacs with extensive 
brain damage who could not recall if they had ever played that specific game or not. The subjects were 
awakened each night as they were falling asleep and asked about their dreaming. In each case, they 
reported that they were dreaming of Tetris. Even the amnesiacs who the next morning could not recall 
playing the game or the experimenter, would report dreams of Tetris shaped pieces and even rotating 
those pieces to fit into rows.3 
Mental Dexterity 

German neuroscientists Jan Born and Ullrich Wagner taught a group of students a relatively 
complex math task. They did not reveal an abstract rule that enabled a faster solution. Few of the subjects 
identified the quicker approach the first time. Eight hours later the subjects were retested. Less than a 
quarter of those who were required to stay awake came up with the faster strategy. The other group had 
slept for the eight hours. Sixty percent of them saw the shortcut. As we sleep, our brains replay, 
reexamine, and find solutions.3 
Maintenance 

When awake our brains accumulate chemical debris. Although much of the build-up is harmless, 
toxins, some is not.3 When sleeping specific channels in our brain expand to allow cerebrospinal fluid to 
flow in order to clear that debris away. Scientists have called this the “glymphatic system,” suggestive of 
the lymphatic system that clears waste from our bodies. When sleep deprived, according to a 2011 finding 
working with mice, University of Rochester neuroscientist Maiken Nedergaard showed that the cleansing 
process is incomplete and toxins build up, potentially enabling neurodegenerative disease. 3 
Reflection: Have you noticed the negative consequences on sleeplessness on someone you love? Describe. 
How has a good night’s sleep aided you? 
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Bifurcation of Sleep  
 
Traditional Jewish texts describe awaking at midnight to study and sing to God. Is this the end of sleep or 
just a worthwhile intermission? 

The precedent for the midnight vigil is found in the Talmud, “Rabbi Shim’on the Hasid said, “There 
was a harp suspended above [King] David’s bed. As soon as midnight arrived, a north wind came and blew 
upon it, and it played by itself. He immediately arose and engaged in Torah until the break of dawn” (BT 
Berakhot 3b). This practice is tied to a verse in Psalms (119:62)- “At midnight I rise to thank You for Your 
righteous mandates.” 

The Zohar (the classic mystical commentary on the Torah) expands on King David’s midnight 
awaking by explaining that at midnight God delights in the souls of the righteous in the Garden of Eden 
and when those on earth study and sing at that time they share in the celestial joy. Kabbalists (Jewish 
mystics) described themselves as using words to adorn Shekhinah (God’s feminine component) in 
preparation for her union with Tiferet (the male dimension).3 Christian monks from early medieval times 
also had a midnight worship ritual. The 13th century Zohar alludes to such a Christian practice when Rabbi 
Yehudah says, “I have seen something similar among the nations.”3 

Jewish mystics chose specific texts of Jewish law and mysticism for nightly recitation called tikkun 
hatzot, the repair of midnight.3 This practice of the individual is explained in the 16th century Shulchan 
Arukh, the influential code of Jewish law under the “Laws of Awaking in the Morning (1:2-3), where the 
mystic Joseph Karo writes, “One who wishes to get up early and pray before his Creator should try to do 
so at the times where the angels change shifts. This occurs after one-third of the night, after two-thirds 
and after the night is over. The prayer that one prays at those times should be concerning the destruction 
of the Beit Hamikdash (Holy Temple) and on the exile.” The supplications that became the content of this 
ritual sought both God’s unification and a personal cleaving to God. 

The midnight vigil for many of the mystics, unlike the description of King David, marked an 
interruption of sleep, rather than the end of the night. Such a division of sleep, minus the mystical 
incantations, was common for most of human history. Professor A. Roger Ekirch of Virginia Tech 
investigated the history of sleep using diaries, court records, medical books, and literature. In At Day’s 
Close: Night in Times Past (2001), he cites five hundred references to first and second sleep including 
those found in classics of literature, such as Geoffrey Chaucer’s 14th century Canterbury Tales, Miguel 
Cervantes’ Don Quixote (1615) and Charles Dickens’ Barnaby Rudge (1840). He identified many manuals 
from the late 15th century onward that offered prayers for the hours between the two blocks of sleep. The 
time between sleeps was for more than prayer or reflection. A 16th century French physician noted that 
best time for laborers to conceive was not at the end of a hard day’s labor, but after the  “first sleep,” 
when “they have more enjoyment” and “do it better.” Ekrich found that first and second sleep begins to 
recede in literature during the 17th century and disappears by the 1920’s. He attributes the initial change 
in sleep patterns to improvements in artificial lighting and a surge in coffee houses. The industrial 
revolution of the 19th century intensified time-consciousness and efficiency. A medical journal from 1829 
urges parents to force their children out of a pattern of first and second sleep. 

Dr. Thomas A. Wehr, a psychiatrist at the National Institute of Mental Health in Bethseda, MD, 
documented a natural inclination to segmented sleep.3 In his 1990’s experiments, he asked subjects to 
spend fourteen hours a day for one month in darkness. The subjects were able to sleep as much as they 
wanted. The first night, subjects slept an average of eleven hours, identified as the repaying of a sleep 
debt. By the fourth week, the subjects tended to sleep for eight hours, divided into two segments. Subjects 
would lie awake for one or two hours and then fall quickly asleep for four hours on average.  Awake for 
an hour or two in quiet wakefulness, they would fall back to sleep for another block of approximately four 
hours. Wehr stated that such a biphasic pattern of sleep is the natural or pre-historic tendency for 
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humans. Once the subjects let go of an expectation of consolidated sleep, he found, they looked forward 
to the middle of the night as a time for reflection.3  

When a person awakes during the night, it is often a throwback to a hard-wired bifurcated sleep 
pattern, rather than a problem. The mystics valued the midnight vigil as a time to draw close to God, 
returning to sleep feeling elevated. When we awake in the middle of the night, we are wise to use that 
time for quiet, calm reflection, trusting that we will yet sleep and awaken refreshed and even uplifted. 
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Sleep Debt 
 
When we lack sleep, we usually just try to tough it out. We can operate in a fog. Most people are unable 
to readily judge how much fatigue impacts on our personality and performance. And yet, in many cases 
we may be fooling ourselves, because the more tired we get the less we are aware of our shortcomings 
and our performance does suffer. How can we catch up on lost sleep so as to feel well and be our best? 

 The accumulated shortfall of sleep is called sleep debt. If you normally sleep for seven hours, 
and miss a night, sleeping for ten hours the next night makes up the shortfall. You only need to make 
up primarily the deep sleep you’ve lost; light sleep and REM sleep can be forfeited.3 Sleep researcher 
David Dinges found that one night of good sleep was enough to help you rebound from five nights of too 
little sleep. But recovery from truly chronic sleep deprivation relies on the quality of sleep you are getting. 
It can take weeks and sometimes longer to recover, requiring sleeping as much as ten hours a night for a 
week.3 Playing catch-up with sleep over the weekend is problematic. Even though you may feel better 
after getting a few more hours of sleep, your mental and physical performance may continue to fall short 
as was shown in the following study. 

In a 2013 study reported in the American Journal of Physiology-Endocrinology and Metabolism, 
participants only slept for six hours for six consecutive days, followed by three nights of ten hours of sleep 
time. After the three restful nights participants consistently reported feeling more alert and less fatigued, 
matched by a decline in the stress-hormone cortisol and the inflammation-hormone interleukin-6. And 
yet, participants continued to do poorly on mental and physical tests. Still sleep deprived, people 
remained unaware of their performance limitations.3  

Sleep deprivation also has health consequences. In 2012, Esra Tasili of the University of Chicago 
Medical School documented that lack of sleep increases insulin resistance, essential to regulating blood 
sugar.3 Insulin control is needed protection against diabetes and obesity. In a 2016 follow-up study, Tasili 
and her colleague researchers offered hope to weekend deep-sleepers. In one series of tests, 19 healthy 
young men were allowed to spend 8.5 hours in bed for four nights. In a second series, the same men were 
only allowed 4.5 hours in bed for four consecutive nights, averaging 4.3 hours of sleep. They were then 
allowed 2 nights of extended bedtime, averaging 9.7 hours of sleep. When the group of men were sleep 
deprived their insulin sensitivity decreased by 23 percent, increasing their diabetes risk by 16 percent. 
And now the good news: After the two days of extended sleep, insulin sensitivity levels returned to 
normal.3 Dr. Tasili explained, “The body is adaptive. If you were to catch up on sleep, a good amount of 
sleep, an average of ten hours of sleep, you can go back to baseline and reduce your risk.”3 And yet, 
concerns remain over catch-up for chronic lost sleep. The study only used a small group of healthy males. 
How the outcome would apply to women, the overweight or a larger sample remains uncertain. In the 
words of sleep researcher Dr. Harneet Walia,3 “This was a short-term study and often people are 
chronically sleep deprived. We still don’t know whether the chronic effects [of sleep deprivation] can be 
reversed with extra sleep on the weekend.”3 Dr. W. Christopher Winter of Charlottesville Neurology and 
Sleep Medicine concluded that you can repay short-term sleep debt within a few days, but you cannot 
make up reclaim sleep lost over a long period of time. 

Attempts to catch up on rest with a lot more sleep over the weekend may impact on the circadian 
rhythm making falling asleep harder and the waking up early on Monday morning more difficult. Usually 
it is best to tough out fatigue and try to get back into a consistent rhythm of seven to eight hours of sleep 
and wait for our body to readjust. You might supplement your sleep with twenty-minute naps. If you want 
to try and catch-up, sleep experts advise, go to bed earlier, but wake up at a consistent time. Chronic sleep 
deprivation, defined as less than five hours per night over an extended time period, is harder to remedy. 
People with acute sleep loss were focused and attentive after ten hours of sleep, but those with chronic 
sleep deprivation still had problems staying alert. Bottom line: try and set a consistent pattern and when 
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events arise denying you normal rest, catch up sooner than later. 

Reflections: What is you normal pattern of sleep? What do you do to make up sleep debt? 
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Napping 
 
 Napping is so closely identified with the Sabbath day that some read the Hebrew word Shabbat 
as an acronym for Sheina B’Shabbat Ta’anug, “Sleep on the Sabbath is a great pleasure.” Sometimes 
afternoon rest is also necessary to function properly. My teacher Rabbi Simon Greenberg use to say: 
“When the world does not look right, take a nap.” 
 Most mammals sleep for short periods throughout the day. We humans tend toward consolidated 
sleep, but we find that we are wired for sleepiness twice a day: 2-4 a.m. and 1-3 p.m. During that afternoon 
quiescent period, we have diminished reaction time, memory, mood, and alertness. The Romans in the 
first century, BCE, customarily took mid-afternoon breaks, which they called meridiari from the Latin for 
midday, which later became known as sexta (meaning the sixth hour), a time for rest and prayer, that 
morphed into the word siesta. The nap has had many famous daily practitioners, including Thomas 
Edison, Winston Churchill, John F. Kennedy, Bill Clinton, Yo-Yo Ma, and Charlie Rose. 

Small children and the elderly are often expected to nap. I remember driving with my daughter 
and two sons to school on her first day of first grade. “The hardest part,” her older brothers cautioned, “is 
that you will not get to nap in the afternoon.” In some cultures, particularly in warm climates, there is 
acceptance of siesta, a nap after the large lunch meal. There is evidence that such afternoon rest may 
benefit the heart. In a six-year Greek study, men who took naps at least three times a week had a 37% 
lower risk of heart-related diseases.3 And more, there is much research on the mental improvements that 
a nap offers.  

Professor Matthew Walker of Berkeley has documented with EEGs that a 90-minute siesta starting 
at 2pm enabled better retention of new information. His brain research shows that fact-based memories 
are temporarily stored in the hippocampus before transfer to the brain’s prefrontal cortex, which provides 
more storage space. In Walker’s words, “It’s as though the e-mail inbox in your hippocampus is full and, 
until you sleep and clear out those e-mails, you are not going to receive any more mail. It’s just going to 
bounce until you sleep and move it into another folder.”3 Dreaming during a nap also makes a big 
difference for reactivation and reorganization of recently learned material. In a 2010 Harvard study, 
volunteers learned to navigate a complex maze. During a break half the group was offered a 90-minute 
nap. When the volunteers tackled the maze again, only the few who dreamed about it during their naps 
improved.3 And yet, shorter naps also are helpful. A sixty-minute nap improves alertness for up to ten 
hours. And in a Harvard study, forty-five minutes of sleep improves learning and memory.3 And then there 
are even shorter naps. 

 
In a 2006 study that compared naps of five minutes against, ten, twenty and thirty-minutes, 

Australian researchers found that five minutes failed to make much difference in alertness and speculated 
from the results that at about seven minutes a neural sleep-switch triggered, offering similar restorative 
qualities for those in their nap groups of ten minutes or more. They also found that when waking after 
twenty minutes, there was a grogginess associated with deeper slow-wave sleep that could take as long 
as an hour to wear off.3 Due to this phenomenon many mid-day nappers choose to snooze for a maximum 
of twenty minutes. An additional problem with occasional longer naps is that it may interfere with falling 
asleep at the routine hour at night, serving to disrupt our circadian clocks. 

 
Dr. Sara Mednick, a professor of psychiatry now at the University of California at 

Riverside, teaches that naps weighted toward different stages of the sleep cycle confer different 
benefits. "If you do physical labor, you need more Stage 2 sleep," says Mednick. "If you are doing 
memorization or verbal work, you need more slow-wave sleep. And if you do creative or visual 
work, you need more REM sleep."3 Other researchers are skeptical about efforts to cultivate a given 
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phase of sleep. "On a practical level, all a person can choose is how long they sleep," says Dr. Roger 
Rosa, a senior scientist at the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.3 

 
In the Western culture napping is often viewed as irresponsible or lazy. We say that a person was 

“caught napping” or “fell asleep at the switch.” In the Jewish tradition as well there is ambivalence about 
a weekday nap. Maimonides (12th century) said, “We do not sleep in the Bet Midrash (the place of study) 
and anyone who does his Torah will become torn into shreds.”3  His harsh words may be due to a desire 
to protect the sanctity of the place rather than napping per se. For he also wrote that while long naps 
during the day are best avoided, after lunch short naps are permitted.3 The influential 16th century Code 
of Jewish Law, the Shulhan Arukh, rules that napping for more than a half hour is forbidden and that 
shorter naps are only permitted if the intent is to gain strength so as to better serve God.3 The Mishnah 
Berurah, written in the 19th-20th century, will hold that napping depends on the person’s intentions and 
physical situation, but that doing so for pleasure is improper for “the day is short and there is much work 
to do.”3 

 
And yet, there is much to be said for physical pleasure, too. Rav, a prominent third-century, 

Babylonian sage, taught, “In the future a person will give judgment and accounting on all that he saw with 
his eyes and did not partake.” (Jerusalem Talmud, Kiddushin 48:2). In this imagining of the afterlife, God 
takes satisfaction in knowing our enjoyment of the physical gifts of creation.  

 
With our well-documented awareness of the benefits of napping, a good nap is easy to justify. In 

the words of a team of nap researchers sponsored by the National Institute of Mental Health, “The bottom 
line is: we should stop feeling guilty about taking that ‘power nap’ at work.”3 As little as ten minutes is a 
pick-me-up. A longer nap of twenty minutes can aid feeling alert for several hours. If owing sleep debt, a 
full cycle (roughly an hour and a half) pays up. Regarding napping there are two elements: duration and 
the time of day. We are wise to avoid naps in the latter part of the day that will impact on sleeping at 
night and if sleep problems are chronic, napping may be counterproductive. And yet for most of us, sleep 
is a pleasurable renewal; thus its identification with the Sabbath. Enjoy. Revive. 

 
Reflection: How often do you nap? For how long usually? When? How does it make you feel? Might 

you consider napping more often?  
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A Guinness Record  
 

In 1964, Randy Gardner at the age of seventeen sought to beat the then world record of staying 
awake for 260 hours, a record held by Honolulu disk jockey, Tom Rounds and to enter his results into the 
Greater San Diego High School Science Fair. He was to use no chemical as an aid; not even caffeine. Two 
classmates form Point Loma High School agreed to help him stay awake and to keep a log on his mental 
status. When Stanford University sleep-researcher, Dr. William C. Dement, heard about the experiment 
he flew down to observe. Gardner’s school project then became “scientifically documented.” As the days 
grew, Randy’s parents insisted that he get regular checkups at the naval hospital at Balboa Park, where 
Lt. Commander John J. Ross and his staff examined him. 

Changes became noticeable already on the second day. Randy’s eyes had stopped focusing 
clearly, had trouble watching television, and was unable to identify certain objects by touch. On the third 
day he showed signs of moodiness, a lack of coordination, and nausea. On the fourth day, there was 
evidence of memory lapses; difficulty focusing; seeing fog around streetlights, and more dramatically, 
hallucinatory delusion. He misidentified a street sign as a person and spoke as if he was a professional 
football player. This 130-pound Caucasian said that he “resented statements about his ability and Negro 
race.” 
 Staying awake at night was difficult. When Gardner went to the restroom, his high school friends, 
Bruce McAllister and Joe Marciano, Jr., and Dr. Dement insisted that Randy keep talking through the door 
to make sure that he had not fallen asleep. They kept him active by driving him around, taking trips to the 
donut shop, blasting music, and playing basketball and pinball. Remarkably, Randy still beat Dr. Dement 
at pinball on the tenth day.  

On the eleventh day, Randy was asked to count backwards by seven sequentially starting at 100. 
He stopped at 65 explaining that he forgot what he was doing. And yet, when he held a press conference 
soon after, he was able to speak coherently without slurring his words. 

Scientists watched closely to see his sleep recovery. He went to sleep for fourteen hours, forty 
minutes, awaking at 8:40pm. He stayed awake until the next night at 7:30pm and then slept for 10 1/2 
hours. One week later he seemed fine, and so remained. There is no evidence of any long-term impact 
from his concentrated sleep deprivation. Gardner would later say that this was his one and only 
experiment in sleep deprivation. 

There are others who have claimed to have stayed awake longer than Gardner. In April 1977, 
Maureen Weston, of Petersborough, Cambridgeshire, went 449 hours without sleep while participating 
in a rocking chair marathon. The Australian National Sleep Research Project states the record for sleep 
deprivation is 18 days, 21 hours, 40 minutes. Guinness World Records no longer publishes “voluntary sleep 
deprivation” as a category for fear that participants will suffer ill effects. 

There is reason for concern about the dangers of sleep deprivation. One of the earliest studies in 
this field had come to an inauspicious conclusion. In 1894 Russian physician Marie de Manaceine kept 
four puppies awake almost five days, at which point the puppies died. She reported that the research was 
"excessively painful," not only for the puppies but for herself as well. Likewise, in research with rats, total 
sleep deprivation for 11-32 days has consistently led to death, marked by increasing lesions on the tail 
and paw and decreased weight despite increased food intake.  

The good news with concentrated sleep deprivation among people is that none have died. 
Perhaps when exhausted our brains engage in microsleep, visible on an EEG, but not to an observer. What 
is evident is that prolonged lack of sleep distorts the mind and is painful. Going without sleep is rightly no 
longer a Guinness Book of World Record Category. 
  
Sources:  
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Phil McHahan with George P. Hunt, Managing Editor, "No Sleep for 11 Days," LIFE 56 (7): 71–72 (1964). 
Alex Santoso, “Eleven Days Awake,” www.neatorama.com/2007/10/24/eleven-days-awake. 
“Randy Gardner: Record Holder,” en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Randy_Gardner_(record_holder) 
Everson CA1, Bergmann BM, Rechtschaffen A., “Sleep deprivation in the rat: III. Total sleep deprivation” 
(1989): www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/2928622. 
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Bodily Positions 
 
An observer might wince at the extent of detail in the Jewish Law Codes, such as the positions for sleep, 
because it might appear at first impression as obsessive-compulsive control. I knew of this law, but did 
not know it origins and how it was actually presented, namely was it really a mandate. What I learned is 
that the position of sleep is a product of commentaries on how to live piously and modestly, with an 
evolving dimension toward increased authority.  
 The cross-generational conversation begins with a statement in the Talmud [Berakhot 13b] about 
the position for reciting the Sh’ma prayer immediately before sleep. During the 3rd-4th century in 
Babylonia, Rabbi Joseph stated that a man should not recite the nighttime prayer while lying on his back. 
A reason is not offered. The Talmud immediately adds “but there is no objection to his sleeping in this 
posture.” And as is the nature of the editing of the Talmud, debate ensues, “But did not Rabbi Joshua ben 
Levi  (who lived in Israel during the first half of the third century) curse anyone who slept lying on his 
back?” An anonymous reply is offered, “There is no objection if he sleeps on his back if he turns over a 
little on his side, but it is forbidden to recite the Sh’ma [on his back] even if he turns over a little.” Another 
challenge follows, “But Rabbi Yohanan turned over a little and read Hebrew Scripture [eluding to the 
Sh’ma]?” “But Rabbi Yohanan was an exception [to the rule] for he was quite fat.” 
 Rashi [Rabbi Shlomo ben Yitzhak, 11th century, France], the most influential of the medieval 
commentators whose writings are contained in the margins of the Talmud, explains the prohibition of 
reciting the Sh’ma on one’s back: “Lest he develop an erection during his sleep, which would be publicly 
visible and a source of embarrassment.”3 When the related discussion of how to sleep is presented 
elsewhere in the Talmud [Niddah 14a], Rashi adds, “that [lying on one’s back] may cause the hands to 
warm the limb” [euphemism for phallus]. From Rashi’s comments there are two possible reasons for 
reciting the closing prayer on one’s side: falling asleep on one’s back might lead to the embarrassment of 
having an erection in public [in a time in which sleep was often in a public space and with minimal clothing] 
or a concern that heat of the hands might prompt an erection- with the implicit worry that it might lead 
to ejaculation, which was seen as the forbidden wasting of seed.3 
 Maimonides in the 12th century wrote the first major code of Jewish Law, called the Mishneh 
Torah. A physician, his Code also offered guidance on healthy living. Maimonides chose not to offer 
citations in his Code for his stated positions, leaving his reasoning open to debate. Regarding sleep, he 
writes, “A person should not sleep face-down or on his back, rather on his side- at the beginning of the 
night on his left side and toward the end of the night on his right side, and he should not sleep soon after 
eating, rather only after three or four hours and should not [fully] sleep during the day.”3 From the context 
this is health guidance, rather than a legal comment based on the Talmud’s discussion. The Greek 
philosopher Aristotle- a major influence on Maimonides- had also advocated sleeping on the right side, 
explaining that it was natural to recline on the left side when awake, but that sleeping was healthier on 
the right side.3 
 The Shulhan Arukh, the Code of Jewish Law composed by Joseph Caro in Israel of the 16th century, 
states that when reciting the Sh’ma the person should do so lying on one’s side,3 but as for sleep the only 
requirement is not to do so on one’s back.3 A reason is not offered, but it follows the discussion of Rashi 
as he explains the Talmudic prohibition of saying the Sh’ma on one’s back. Fast forward to the 19th- 20th 
century code of Jewish practice composed by the Hafetz Hayim, a sage known by the name of his first 
work on the guarding of the tongue, and he writes more stringently that it is a severe prohibition to sleep 
on one’s back or stomach and only [permitted] on one’s side.3 For many in the observant community, the 
authority and clarity of the Hafetz Hayim’s directive controls.  
 The topic of sleep positions is also a topic of current medical discussion, with descriptions of a 
number of tradeoffs:3 Side sleeping is the most common position and provides the benefits of open 
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airways, enabling easier breathing and reducing apnea, and helps alleviate lower back pain. In research 
on mice, sleeping on the side enabled more efficiency for the glymphatic system, which cleanses waste 
toxins from the brain thereby reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s, dementia, and Parkinson’s disease. 
Sleeping on the left side specifically aids circulation from the heart. But, there are potential drawbacks, 
too. Inadvertently sleeping on an arm can impede blood flow, causing waking due to a numb limb, and 
may increase acid reflux and heartburn. Sleeping on the back limits movement, enabling more consistent 
deep sleep, but the upper airway is the least stable, leading to increased snoring and exacerbating 
sleep apnea. Sleeping on the stomach is the least recommended due to discomfort for the neck and 
pressure on the lower spine. 
 In exploring the Jewish teachings on the position of sleep, we find that the topic has a history, 
initially focusing on ritual practice and health. Although the traditional debate on recitation of the Sh’ma 
largely focused on male anatomy, the recommendation of side-sleep was extended to women as well. It 
is fascinating to see that sleep position has a history in Jewish discussion, a medical and modesty 
underpinning, and that for many of us in the words of Dr. Sly Stone, “different strokes for different folks.” 
 
Reflections: On which side do you sleep? How does your position impact your restfulness? 
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Genius and Sleeplessness 
Genius and limited sleep are often linked as supernatural capacities. Rabbi Eliyahu (1720-1797), most 
widely known as the Vilna Gaon, “the genius of Vilna” (Lithuania), spent his life writing commentaries to 
sacred Jewish texts. His sons wrote that their father only slept for two hours a day, combining four thirty-
minute naps during a 24-hour cycle.3 The Babylonian Talmud in one place encourages curtailing sleep: 
“There are Torah scholars who cut down on their own [sleep and apply themselves] to words of Torah in 
this world. The Holy One will reveal secrets matters to them in the Coming World” (Hagigah 14a). 
Similarly, a story is told of a Babylonian sage of the third-fourth century: “The daughter of Rav Hisda asked 
her father: ‘Does not the master need to doze a little?’ He answered her, ‘Soon [after death] there will be 
days that are long [for sleep] and short [for study] and then we will sleep very much’” (Eruvin 65a). 
 Rav Hisda’s words sound much like those of Benjamin Franklin who wrote, “there will enough 
sleeping in the grave.”3 Some point to his words, which also included “time is money,”3 to claim that this 
founder of the United States slept little. And yet, Benjamin Franklin also stated in the Poor Richard’s 
Almanac, “early to bed, early to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise.” In his autobiography, he 
presents his daily schedule, marking off 9pm to 4am for sleep. In addition to those seven hours, he 
designated several hours of the evening for relaxation: “Put things in their places; Supper; Music or 
diversion or conversation; Examination the day.” Upon close examination, many of the historic greats’ 
sleeplessness are urban myth. And yet, we are cautioned from history never to underestimate the capacity 
of exceptional human achievement. 
 Leonardo da Vinci was a visionary in many fields, including mathematics, paleontology, 
architecture, geology, astronomy, history, poetry, and cartography. Although we have only fifteen of his 
paintings, he is renowned for two of the world’s all-time masterpieces: the “Mona Lisa” and the “Last 
Supper.” He is widely claimed to have slept for twenty-minute naps every four hours.3 Multiple short naps 
is called polyphasic sleep, in contrast to consolidated sleep, and its efficacy is hotly debated by 
contemporary sleep researchers.3 Although there is a lack of documentation that Leonardo actually slept 
only two hours a day, there is no doubt that he might have experimented with his sleep patterns and so 
adapted. What we do know about Leonardo from an eyewitness is that when he painted “The Last Supper” 
he did not take naps, but rather painted from dawn to dusk as if forgetting about food and drink.3 
 Napoleon is said to have slept little, particularly during battle, quoting him as saying, “Every 
moment I am awake I can bask in the glory of being king. When I sleep, I lose that experience. What a 
shame to miss it!” Some say that he relied on coffee to keep him going. And that he paid a price with 
misjudgments due to sleep deprivation at Waterloo. Others report that when he was not in battle, he 
would sleep for seven or eight hours a night, with an afternoon nap. Records indicate that when he was 
imprisoned at Saint Helena, he was a normal sleeper, often sleeping late.3 
 Thomas Edison, who accumulated 1,093 patents in his lifetime, prided himself on diligence and 
little sleep. He wrote, “Most people overeat 100 percent, and oversleep 100 percent, because they like it. 
That extra 100 percent makes them unhealthy and inefficient. The person who only sleeps eight or ten 
hours a night is never fully asleep and never fully awake- they have only different degrees of doze through 
the twenty-four hours.”3 Edison reported that he and his crew only slept four hours per day.3 On display 
in the Edison museums are “nap cots.” One of his workmen is quoted as saying, Edison does not sleep 
much during the night, but he takes a lot of naps. In a 1914 interview in The New York Times, he said, “In 
the old days man went up and down with the sun. A million years from now, he won’t go to bed at all. 
Really, sleep is an absurdity, a bad habit. We can’t suddenly throw off the thralldom of the habit, but we 
shall throw it off…. Nothing in this world is more dangerous to the efficiency of humanity than too much 
sleep.”3 His words show that even a genius can speak absurdly. 
 There are also intellectual and spiritual heroes who greatly valued their sleep. Einstein reportedly 
slept ten hours a night, claiming that dreams helped him invent and that naps “refreshed his mind.” Time 
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magazine reported that the Dalai Lama- spiritual leader of the Tibetan community- wakes at 3am each 
day, to engage in a daily regiment of six and a half hours of meditation and prayer. But his bedtime is 7pm, 
thereby averaging eight hours of sleep a night, often augmented with daily breaks for naps or rest.3  
 
 Some people can genuinely manage on relatively little sleep, which is largely dictated by genetics 
(see the entry on “short sleepers”). And yet, a rested, refreshed mind allows us to operate at our best. 
Some of the wisest in our midst have appreciated that good sleep equals greater joy, compassion, and 
creativity. 
  
 Reflection: Who do you know that has an unusual sleep pattern? Does it work for them? Have you 
experimented with your own sleep patterns? What have you learned about your needs? 
  
 
 
 


